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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

B
D
C
A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two data and voice protocols does ASA 5500 support?
(Choose two)
A. Skinny (SCCP) Inspection
B. SIP Inspection
C. CTIQBE Inspection
D. RTSP Inspection
E. MGCP Inspection

F. H.323 Inspection
Answer: D,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
In Huawei desktop cloud solution, which of the following
descriptions about the correspondence between desktop groups
and virtual machines is correct? (Multiple Choice)
A. The "Linked Clone" virtual machine group uses the "Dynamic
Pool" desktop group. When the user logs in for the first time,
the desktop group randomly assigns a virtual machine to bind to
the user.
B. The "Linked Clone" virtual machine group uses the "Static
Pool" desktop group. When the user logs in for the first time,
the desktop group randomly assigns a virtual machine to bind to
the user.
C. "Linked Clone" virtual machine corresponds to "'Proprietary"
desktop group, proprietary includes "Static Multi-User" and
"Single User"
D. "Complete Copy" virtual machine group corresponds to
"'Proprietary" desktop group, proprietary includes "Static
Multi-User" and "Single User"
Answer: B,D
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